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Rationalisation of a mechanism for sensing single
point variants in target DNA using anthracene-
tagged base discriminating probes†
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Gediminas Jonusauskas, d Christian Ludwig,e Alison Rodger, f Neil Spencer,a

Joseph S. Vyle,g John Wilkie,a Zheng-Yun Zhaoa and James H. R. Tucker *a

The labelling of DNA oligonucleotides with signalling groups that give a unique response to duplex for-

mation depending on the target sequence is a highly effective strategy in the design of DNA-based

hybridisation sensors. A key challenge in the design of these so-called base discriminating probes (BDPs)

is to understand how the local environment of the signalling group affects the sensing response. The

work herein describes a comprehensive study involving a variety of photophysical techniques, NMR

studies and molecular dynamics simulations, on anthracene-tagged oligonucleotide probes that can

sense single base changes (point variants) in target DNA strands. A detailed analysis of the fluorescence

sensing mechanism is provided, with a particular focus on rationalising the high dependence of this

process on not only the linker stereochemistry but also the site of nucleobase variation within the target

strand. The work highlights the various factors and techniques used to respectively underpin and rational-

ise the BDP approach to point variant sensing, which relies on different responses to duplex formation

rather than different duplex binding strengths.

Introduction

There is ongoing interest in developing cheap and effective
methods for reading out single nucleobase changes (point var-
iants) in the human genome due to their association with
diseases with a genetic component. These variants include
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs),1 defined as
variations at specific base positions within the genome in >1%
of the population, as well as cancer-causing mutations2 that

occur over the life-time of an individual.3 Current fluorescence
sensing methods (in particular commercial ones) for identify-
ing point variations within a sequence of sample DNA typically
use a hybridization (i.e. duplex forming) approach‡ that relies
on differences in thermodynamic stability between a
probe–target duplex that is fully complementary and one that
bears a base pair mismatch at the variant site.4,5 The desired
difference in output signal between two given target
strands thus relies on just one of them forming a stable duplex
with a fluorescent probe under the assay conditions.
This leads to the task of identifying, for each new sequence,
a temperature window in which the assay can work
effectively.

An alternative approach to point variant sensing is to gene-
rate different and distinct read-outs for the two possible
duplexes formed with the probe strand, as illustrated for this
work in Fig. 1. From a sensor design point of view, such an
approach is attractive since it removes the need to establish a
temperature window in which one target strand binds and the
other does not. This means that sensing can be carried out at
any desired temperature, so long as each target can form a
stable duplex. Although commercial assays of these so-called
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base discriminating probes§ (BDPs) have yet to emerge, there
are plenty of examples from the research literature over the last
few years,6–19 with read-out methods other than fluorescence
also recently established.20

Our main contribution to this area has been the develop-
ment of anthracene-containing probes in which the tag is
attached to the DNA backbone via the non-nucleosidic linkers
serinol17 or threoninol.11,15,16 These linkers are particularly
attractive due their relative ease of preparation and, in the case
of threoninol, the ready availability of both the D- and
L-isomers.21 While others have developed similar strands con-
taining pyrene12,18 and thiazole orange10,13,19 tags, anthracene
is attractive due to its well documented intercalative30 and
photochromic22,38 properties. Our previous work established
that the formation of duplexes with fully matched base pairs
on either side of the anthracene tag brought about a decrease
in emission intensity, whereas the formation of those contain-
ing a base-pair mismatch on the 5′ side with respect to the tag
brought about an increase (Fig. 1).16,17 Although these obser-
vations have proven to be broadly applicable to different
sequences,16 making this sensing method attractive for
probing almost any nucleobase variation, there has been no
in-depth rationalisation of this intriguing OFF/ON behaviour,
without which it cannot be deemed a robust transferable
approach. Herein, through a combination of spectroscopic

techniques and molecular dynamics simulations, we provide
an explanation for the sensing mechanism. In particular, we
show how both the choice of the linker group stereochemistry
as well as the position of the mismatched base-pair with
respect to the fluorophore are essential for generating an
effective sensing response. This study is important for high-
lighting the various factors that underpin the design of a suc-
cessful base discriminating probe, which in turn should
inform the design of the most effective probes of this type for
commercial or clinical applications.

Results
Synthesis and characterisation

The anthracene tag monomers for DNA incorporation were
prepared in three steps from the known anthracene carboxylic
acid 1,23 which was first reacted with D- or L-threoninol respect-
ively, followed by DMT protection and then phosphitylation to
form the corresponding phosphoramidite (Scheme 1).
Standard automated DNA synthesis incorporated these tags
into the middle of two 15-mer sequences (Table 1).

Notwithstanding that the sensing behaviour operates for
other flanking bases,16 for the sake of comparison with most
of our previous work, it was decided to retain two cytosines
either side of the anthracene tag for this detailed study, giving
the 15-mer probes 5′-CLC- and 5′-CDC (Table 1). In addition,
three control compounds were made: the unmodified strand
5′-CTC, the 3-mer CLC-trimer and the monomer L-Phos. So
that we could investigate and rationalise the effect of variations

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the point variant DNA sensing
mechanism relevant to this study. An anthracene-tagged probe strand
with an L-threoninol linker discriminates between two DNA target
strands that differ in sequence by a single base change through either (a)
a decrease – matching base-pair (CG), or (b) an increase – mismatching
base-pair (shown as CA), in fluorescence emission intensity upon duplex
formation.

Scheme 1 Synthetic route followed to the anthracene-tagged strands,
shown for the L-threoninol linker. Conditions: (i) HOBt, DIPC, DMF, 12 h,
40 °C; (ii) DMTCl, pyridine, 12 h, RT; (iii) C9H18N2OClP, DCM, 30 min, RT;
L-Phos is the control monomer.

§With other read-out methods emerging, the term base discriminating probe
(BDP) is suggested as a more convenient descriptor than the hitherto more com-
monly used base-discriminating fluorophore (BDF). BDFs have in any case often
referred only to probes that contain a fluorophore tag directly attached to a
nucleoside (e.g. see ref. 6), as opposed to a non-nucleosidic linker, as is the case
with this work.
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in the target DNA sequence on both the thermal stabilities
and the photophysical properties of various duplexes, a series
of 15-mer target sequences (3′-GBG, 3′-GAB, 3′-BAG where B =
G, A, C, T) were also prepared. In particular, this would allow
us to examine the effect of introducing changes in the adjacent
5′- (upstream) or 3′- (downstream) positions as well as those
directly opposite the tag. Purification was performed via pre-
parative RP-HPLC on the 5′-DMT protected strands, which
were then detritylated and de-salted. The purity and compo-
sition of each oligonucleotide was confirmed using analytical
HPLC and mass spectrometry respectively, as detailed in the
ESI.†

Fluorescence spectroscopy

Upon excitation of the anthracene moiety at 350 nm, 15-mer
probes 5′-CDC and 5′-CLC were both found to give a structured
emission band, characteristic of anthracene, with a maximum
at 422 nm (Fig. 2). Interestingly, the CDC system was much
more emissive, with a quantum yield (Φ = 0.21) more than
double that of the CLC probe (Φ = 0.09) and approaching that
of the anthracene phosphate monomer L-Phos (Φ = 0.28). The
fluorescence response profiles of all the duplexes were then
evaluated by determining changes in the anthracene fluo-
rescence emission intensity upon duplex formation (measured
as a percentage change in emission intensity compared to the
single strand at 426 nm). These data, along with various fluo-
rescence quantum yields, are presented in the ESI,† with repre-
sentative spectra presented in Fig. 2. Upon the addition of the
fully matching 3′-GAG strand to probes 5′-CLC and 5′-CDC
(matching in the sense that all probe nucleobases are comp-
lementary to those of the target), a decrease in emission inten-
sity was observed in each case (−75% and −72% respectively at
426 nm), with the spectra becoming somewhat broader and
less well defined. This effect was observed for all the fully
matching systems studied, irrespective of the identity of the
nucleobase directly opposite the tag or the stereochemistry of
the linker. Of particular relevance for base sensing purposes
were the results for the mismatched duplexes: once again,
decreases in fluorescence intensity were observed for all the 5′-
CDC duplex systems. However for the 5′-CLC probe, whereas
mismatches immediately downstream from the tag site (e.g. 3′-
GAA) also led to a decrease, upstream mismatches led to a sig-
nificant increase in intensity. In the case of 3′-AAG, the

increase was +86% at 426 nm (Fig. 2). These results indicate
that the stereochemistry of the linker within these CXC probes
is a determining factor in generating effective point variant
sensing, resulting in what is essentially an OFF/ON signal
response for the CLC system.

Fluorescence lifetimes

Fluorescence lifetimes for the anthracene phosphate
monomer L-Phos, the anthracene CLC-trimer, the two 15-mer
probe strands and their duplexes revealed some interesting
trends. The decay for L-Phos was found to be mono-exponen-
tial (τ = 5.1 ns) and the trimer CLC bi-exponential (τ1 = 1 ns
and τ2 = 2.5 ns). For the two 15-mer probes and all their
duplexes, a third longer-lived pathway was also identified, with
each sample accordingly having a short (τ1), a medium (τ2)
and a long (τ3) component, suggesting a minimum of three
anthracene environments that are not rapidly interconvert-
ing.24 Multiple decay rates have previously have been noted for
pyrene,25 acridine26 and thiazole orange27 fluorophores when
tagged to oligonucleotides. All the data are presented in the
ESI,† with a selection presented in Table 2.

The effect on the lifetime distribution of the mismatched
duplexes was also investigated. Those formed with the 5′-CDC
probe were again all tri-exponential with comparable decay
profiles. However, whereas duplexes for the 5′-CLC system with
downstream mismatches (e.g. 3′-GAA) also gave tri-exponential

Table 1 Oligonucleotides synthesised (where X = L- or D-threoninol
linker attached to anthracene tag)a

Oligonucleotide name Sequence

5′-CTC 5′-TGGACT-CTC-TCAATG-3′
Probe 5′-CXC 5′-TGGACT-CXC-TCAATG-3′
Target 3′-GBG 3′-ACCTGA-GBG-AGTTAC-5′
Target 3′-GAB 3′-ACCTGA-GAB-AGTTAC-5′
Target 3′-BAG 3′-ACCTGA-BAG-AGTTAC-5′
CLC-trimer 5′-CLC-3′

a B = A, C, G, T or Ab (Ab denotes an abasic nucleoside with no nucleo-
base, prepared for the 3′-GBG strand only).

Fig. 2 Fluorescence spectra showing the change in emission upon
hybridisation of anthracene Probes 5’-CXC, with Target 3’-GAG and
Target 3’-AAG (top row) and Targets 3’-AAG and 3’ GAA (bottom row) λex
350 nm, 1 μM probe concentration, 10 mM pH 7 phosphate buffer,
100 mM NaCl, room temperature.
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decays, those for upstream mismatches changed from a tri-
exponential decay profile to essentially a bi-exponential one,
with the fastest quenching pathway absent (or almost comple-
tely suppressed, only 2%, in the case of 3′-AAG).

Transient absorption spectroscopy

To investigate whether ultrafast (i.e. sub-nanosecond) pro-
cesses were involved in the quenching of the anthracene
excited state and, if so, whether these included any oxidative
or reductive processes, femtosecond transient absorption spec-
troscopy (TAS) experiments were performed on the matched
5′-CLC/3′-GAG and mismatched 5′-CLC/3′-AAG duplexes. These
samples were available in sufficient quantities from the NMR
studies (vide infra). The femtosecond TAS data is available in
the ESI.† In both cases, an absorption band (λmax = 580 nm)
was observed immediately following the excitation pulse (λex =
365 nm, 50 fs pulse). This band is attributed to the Sn ← S1
absorption of the excited singlet state based on its similarity in
shape and energy to that observed for 9-substituted anthra-
cenes.28 For the matched duplex, the decay of the excited
singlet occurred with a sub-nanosecond decay component
(τ = 260 ps) and was accompanied by a very small rise in the
signal at ca. 690 nm (no distinct new absorption band could
be detected). The rise component of this long-wavelength tran-
sient at 690 nm was very fast (0.4 ps) and could be indicative
of the inefficient formation of anthracene radical ions whose
absorbance maximum is expected at 650–750 nm.29 In con-
trast, no transient absorption signal was detected at these
longer wavelengths in the case of the mismatched duplex,
whose S1 state decayed with a rate that exceeded the time
resolution of our instrument (3.5 ns).

UV/vis spectroscopy and melting temperature measurements

Absorbance spectra of the single stranded anthracene probe
5′-CLC gave a 5 nm red shift in the λmax for the S0 → S1
(330–400 nm) band compared to that for the corresponding

anthracene monophosphate L-Phos, with a further red shift
and a hypochromic effect observed upon duplex formation
with 3′-GAG (ESI†). These effects indicate the existence of elec-
tronic interactions between the anthracene and adjacent
proximate nucleobases.10,30 The thermal stability of each
duplex was determined in the usual way using UV/Vis spec-
troscopy by monitoring absorbance changes at 260 nm as a
function of temperature (see Table 3 and ESI†). The matching
5′-CLC/3′-GAG duplex gave a higher Tm value (52.5 °C) than the
corresponding duplex with the 5′-CDC probe (48 °C), indicat-
ing a greater stabilising effect on the duplex when the anthra-
cene is connected via the L-threoninol linker. Changing the
base opposite the anthracene on the target strand (Targets
3′-GBG) had no significant effect on this difference (Tm range
52.5–51 °C for 5′-CLC duplexes and 46–48 °C for 5′-CDC
duplexes). Notably, the control duplex 5′-CTC/3′-GAG gave a Tm
value of 55 °C, indicating a much smaller decrease in melting
temperature upon replacing a H-bonding T base with the
L-threoninol linked anthracene. Interestingly, the removal of
the A base opposite the anthracene (3′-GAbG) resulted in a
slightly higher Tm value for the 5′-CLC system, suggesting that
the anthracene can provide further stabilisation when a cavity
opposite the tag is present. As expected, decreases in Tm
values were observed on going from matched to mismatched
duplexes31 but, importantly for the 5′-CLC system, the decrease
upon introducing mismatches (max 8 °C) was less marked
than it was for the 5′-CDC system (max 13 °C) or for the unmo-
dified 5′-CTC system (max 15 °C). This indicates an additional
stabilising influence from the anthracene unit in the mis-
matched duplex, but only when connected to the L-threoninol
linker.

Circular dichroism spectroscopy

In order to examine the structural form of the modified DNA
and to study the interactions between anthracene and the
neighbouring bases, CD spectra of various unmodified and
modified duplexes were recorded. All three fully matching
duplexes adopted the expected B-DNA structure (Fig. 3), but
with a notable shoulder at ca. 250 nm observed for the modi-
fied duplexes, which was more apparent for the 5′-CLC system.
This can be explained by an induced CD signal arising from
the anthracene chromophore (S0 → S2 band) upon its inter-
action with the DNA base stack.32,33 A more concentrated
sample also revealed an induced CD signal for the lower

Table 2 Fluorescence decay constants (ns) and relative weightsa of 5’-
CXC duplexes. Recorded at room temperature, λex 371 nm, λem 426 nm,
1 μM oligonucleotide concentration, 10 mM pH 7 phosphate buffer,
100 mM NaCl

Sequence
τ1 wt (ns)
(%)

τ2 wt (ns)
(%)

τ3 wt (ns)
(%) χ2

5′-CLC 1.05 (38) 4.28 (36) 12.4 (26) 1.04
3′-GAG
5′-CDC 1.50 (33) 3.68 (41) 9.08 (25) 0.99
3′-GAG
5′-CLC 0.94 (32) 4.08 (40) 12.9 (28) 1.01
3′-GAA
5′-CLC 0.88 (2) 4.6 (21) 14.4 (77) 0.97
3′-AAG
5′-CLC — 5.1 (20) 13.3 (80) 1.02
3′-CAG
5′-CLC — 5.9 (29) 13.5 (71) 0.97
3′-TAG

a Relative contribution of each decay constant to the total emission
decay.

Table 3 Melting temperatures (°C) for selected matching and mis-
matching oligonucleotides (260 nm, 5 μM oligo concentration, 10 mM
pH 7 phosphate buffer, 100 mM NaCl)a

Target

Probe 3′-GAG 3′-GAA 3′-AAG 3′-GAbG
5′-CTC 55.0 42.5 42.0 40.0
5′-CLC 52.5 44.5 46.0 53.5
5′-CDC 48.0 37.5 35.0 48.0

a Average of at least 3 runs and determined by taking the maximum of
the first derivative of the melting curve.
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energy S0 → S1 band (Fig. 3 inset). Differences between the CD
spectra for the anthracene signals in the matched and various
mismatched duplexes (see ESI†) highlight the effectiveness of
this technique in indicating subtly different positions for the
anthracene tag in its interaction with the duplex backbone.

NMR studies

In order to gain further information on how the anthracene
tag was affecting the structures of the duplexes, 500 MHz 1H
NMR spectra were run on the unmodified DNA duplex, both
matching duplexes (5′-CLC/3′-GAG and 5′-CDC/3′-GAG) and the
mismatched 5′-CLC/3′-AAG system. Measurements were carried
out in buffered D2O at a relatively high duplex concentration of
ca. 1 mM. Initially, the anthracene peaks were assigned from
an NMR spectrum of the uncoupled anthracene in phosphate
monomer L-Phos. These were then compared to a spectrum of
the CLC-trimer in order to evaluate the effect of surrounding
bases (see ESI†), which revealed strong upfield shifts of
between 0.25 and 0.52 ppm for the five anthracene proton
signals. TOCSY and COSY experiments were then used to
identify the same protons on the 5′-CLC/3′-GAG and 5′-CLC/3′-
AAG systems, which revealed further upfield shifts for these
protons, which is explained by their proximity to, and inter-
action with, the base stack within dsDNA.

The imino regions in each NMR spectrum, denoting the
H-bonding base pairs (N–H⋯N resonances, where the proton
donor group is from either a T or G base), are shown in Fig. 4.
The unmodified duplex (Fig. 4a) shows a cluster of peaks in
the A-T region and six peaks further upfield in the G-C region,
indicating the loss of one terminal GC base pair signal out of
the possible seven due to fraying of the duplex ends. The
spectra for the anthracene-modified duplexes show interesting
trends. For the two matching duplexes, distinct upfield shifts
are observed for two of the G-C signals, which are assigned to
NH protons on each G base lying either side of the modifi-
cation site. In the case of the L-threoninol system, these
signals are distinct from one another at 11.20 ppm and
12.15 ppm. For the mismatched duplex, and as expected from

these assignments, one upfield peak is no longer observed
(due to the introduction of a G-A mismatch) with one residual
peak now at 11.9 ppm.

Molecular dynamics modelling

The considerable differences in the spectroscopic and thermo-
dynamic properties of the duplexes as a function of tag stereo-
chemistry and target sequence encouraged us probe their
structures further using molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations. Calculations on the matching 5′-CLC/3′-GAG, 5′-CDC/
3′-GAG and mismatching 5′-CLC/3′-AAG duplexes were under-
taken using the AMBER 11 package (see ESI† for more details).
The results indicate that the two threoninol stereoisomers
position the anthracene in different environments (Fig. 5),
with L-threoninol tag able to intercalate with the duplex via the
major groove, whereas a minor groove position, away from the
base-pair stack, is favoured for the D-threoninol tag. The
results for the mismatched duplex 5′-CLC/3′-AAG show a
greater variation in the position of the tag during the dynamics
runs, as well as a trend for the anthracene to insert itself more
deeply inside the DNA duplex (Fig. 6).

Fig. 3 CD spectra of duplexes 5’-CTC/3’-GAG, 5’-CLC/3’-GAG and 5’-
CDC/3’-GAG in 10 mM pH 7 phosphate buffer, 100 mM NaCl. Main:
[duplex] = 5 μM; insert: S0 → S1 region, [duplex] = 500 μM.

Fig. 4 500 MHz 1H NMR spectra of (a) 5’-CTC/3’-GAG (b) 5’-CDC/3’-
GAG, (c) 5’-CLC/3’-GAG and (d) 5’-CLC/3’-AAG. Recorded at 27 °C, 5%
D2O in H2O, [duplex] = 950 μM, 10 mM pH 7 phosphate buffer, 100 mM
NaCl.

Fig. 5 Images from AMBER molecular dynamics models of 5’-CLC/3’-
GAG duplex (left) and 5’-CDC/3’-GAG duplex (right) after 10 ns. The
carbon atoms of the anthracene monomer unit are coloured yellow.
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Discussion

The chiral threoninol group is a popular choice as a means of
attaching functional tags to the backbone of DNA, with
examples of connections made to nucleobases,34 azo-
benzene,35 psoralen,36 acridine26,37 and anthracene.15–17,21,38

Despite this, relatively few studies have investigated in depth
the effects of changing the linker stereochemistry on the pro-
perties and role of the DNA-appended tag. Our results indicate
a remarkable stereochemical dependence on both the photo-
physical and thermodynamic properties of the duplexes. This
dependence results in the DNA probe with the L-linker being
the much more effective point variant sensor for this tether
length, with the signal decreasing when a fully matched
duplex is formed but increasing for one containing just one
base pair mismatch (Fig. 1). However, as well as stereo-
chemistry being a major factor, this effect is highly dependent
on the site of base variation within the target sequence, with
only a change upstream of the anthracene (e.g. 3′-G ̲AG to 3′-
A̲AG) giving a significant discriminatory (OFF/ON) effect.
Taken as a whole, our studies indicate that the position and
orientation of the anthracene tag plays a crucial role in
explaining this phenomenon, as discussed below.

If we first consider the single stranded probes, the
quantum yield for the D-threoninol linker system is more than
twice as high as for its L-threoninol counterpart, with a value
fairly close to that of the anthracene monomer alone (L-Phos).
This indicates that with a D stereochemistry, the tag is posi-
tioned such that its excited state is much less sensitive to
quenching processes attributed to vicinal bases. However,
upon duplex formation, the anthracene necessarily comes into
contact with more bases, which for both stereochemistries and
for almost all sequence variations, with the one noted excep-
tion, decreases the emissiveness of the anthracene tag. This

effect is not surprising, given that DNA bases are known to
quench the excited states of various organic fluorophores.25

However, it is worth noting that the anthracene quenching is
uniform when varying the base opposite the tag for both the
L-system and D-systems (i.e. Probe 5′-CLC with targets 3′-GBG,
where B = G, A, C and T, see ESI†) and this trend continues for
an abasic site at this position. This gives a strong indication
that the base directly opposite the anthracene tag plays no
direct role in quenching its excited state. This contrasts with
probes with longer tether lengths between the anthracene and
the L- or D-threoninol backbone, for which either base vari-
ations15 or base modifications (i.e. epigenetic changes)11,15

may be sensed by changes in fluorescence emission intensity.
As noted above, the one notable exception to the general

trend of anthracene emission intensity decreasing upon
duplex formation is for the L-system, but only when duplexes
are formed that contain a base-pair mismatch immediately
upstream of the tag. Furthermore the effect is observed for
both transversions and transitions (i.e. an increase in emission
is observed for all mismatched duplexes 5′-CLC/3′-BAG, where
B = A, C, T). Our spectroscopic measurements and molecular
simulations indicate that the origin of this effect lies in the
extent to which a given stereochemistry enables the anthracene
tag to experience a local environment that is less quenching
upon the introduction of a mismatching base pair. For
example, the data from the variable temperature UV/vis studies
(Table 3) indicates that of the two isomers, the L stereo-
chemistry confers substantially more stabilisation than the D

in the matching systems, suggesting a greater interaction
between the tag and the duplex. For the mismatched duplexes,
there is an expected drop in the duplex melting temperature
for the unmodified and the modified systems with either
stereochemistry. However, whereas the location of the mis-
match (upstream or downstream) does not appear to substan-
tially affect this change in stability, the smaller drop in Tm
values for the L-isomer systems indicates that this stereo-
chemistry allows the anthracene to insert further into the mis-
matched duplexes, providing greater hydrophobic stacking
interactions that hold them together more strongly in the
absence of local hydrogen bonding.

CD spectroscopy also reveals an interesting stereochemical
effect (Fig. 3). The characteristic B-DNA structure is observed
for the matching duplexes, with additional anthracene-depen-
dent signals that are attributed to be a result of induced CD
(ICD).39 These signals arise due to the transfer of chirality to
the chromophore and are expressed as a positive Cotton effect
at ca. 260 nm (S0 → S2). The ICD signals are most likely due to
excitonic coupling between the anthracene and proximate
bases and indicate different electronic environments experi-
enced by the tag in various duplexes. The less intense peak for
the D-isomer system would again be consistent with this stereo-
chemistry leading to a weaker interaction with the base pair
stack. However, the orientation of the anthracene is also an
important consideration. The position in which the long axis
is at 45° to that of the adjacent base pairs is expected to give
the strongest ICD signal, compared to an angle closer to 0 or

Fig. 6 Images from AMBER molecular dynamics models of matching 5’
CLC/3’-GAG duplex (left) and mismatching 5’ CLC/3’-AAG duplex (right)
after 10 ns. The carbon atoms of the anthracene monomer unit are
coloured yellow, the nucleobases to the 3’ side of the anthracene are
coloured blue and the bases to the 5’ side are coloured red (mismatched
adenine in target strand denoted with an arrow).
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90°. The spectrum of concentrated samples reveals an
additional CD band in the 330–420 nm region (S0 → S1) which
is stronger for the L-isomer duplex, again indicating a strong
interaction with the base pair stack. This band has previously
been observed in untethered anthracene groups that interca-
late into DNA24,40 and indicates a binding mode where the
anthracenyl short axis can align relative to the base pair
stack.41,42 The S0 → S2 anthracene band (at ∼ 260 nm) in
spectra of the mismatched 5′-CLC duplexes (see ESI†) is clearly
still prominent, which again can be explained by significant
interactions with the bases. However its broadening suggests
that the tag can now adopt a greater number of conformations
in the more loosely held duplex.

The 1H NMR spectra of the duplexes (Fig. 4) also support
the existence of different local environments for the anthra-
cene tag that affect their sensing properties. For both match-
ing duplexes (5′-CLC/3′-GAG and 5′-CDC/3′-GAG), the two
signals for the imino protons associated with the GC base
pairs directly adjacent to the anthracene tag are shifted upfield
compared to the unmodified control duplex, with the largest
change observed in the L-linker system. While this can be
explained by weaker H-bonding interactions and a greater
exchange with the solvent, intercalation and stacking can also
induce upfield shifts due to the ring current effect of the
chromophore.43 Based on the molecular modelling studies
showing a better orbital overlap of the anthracene with the
upstream base (with respect to the tag) and a shorter distance
of approach (vide infra), this more upfield-shifted signal is
ascribed to the 3′-G̲AG imino proton. For the mismatching 5′-
CLC/3′-AAG system, it is interesting to note that the remaining
H-bonded imino G signal (i.e. 3′-AAG ̲) is shifted further upfield
than the equivalent base in the 3′GAG duplex, which is consist-
ent with a greater degree of duplex insertion for the tag in the
mismatched system, in support of the proposed model.

The lifetime data in Table 2 provide access to quenching
rates of the excited anthracene tag, which are important for
elucidating the sensing mechanism. The presence of multiple
lifetimes in oligonucleotide conjugated fluorophores is not
unusual and has been studied previously using 2-aminopurine
(2AP) nucleobase,44 or nucleobase-appended BODIPY45 and
PNA conjugated thiazole orange.27 The multiple decay para-
meters present in our data indicate a dynamic profile for the
anthracene in which it partitions between different environ-
ments in its interaction with the duplex. These different
environments are not interconverting within the lifetime of
the excited states. As would be expected, the monomer L-Phos
emits with a single lifetime (5.1 ns) that is somewhat shorter
than that of the chromophore in a non-aqueous environment,
due to quenching by water. Based on this, we attribute the 4
ns decay component (τ2) observed in all the ss and dsDNA
species to the anthracene chromophore located in a predomi-
nantly aqueous environment. In the case of the L-isomer, this
would correspond to the anthracene adopting an extra-helical
conformation, while for the D-isomer, a minor groove confor-
mation is also possible, according to the molecular modeling
simulations (Fig. 5).

The fluorescence lifetime measurements and the time-
resolved absorption data respectively indicate the presence of
additional fast (ca. 1 ns) and ultrafast (ps) quenching pro-
cesses in the matching 5′-CLC/3′-GAG system. Furthermore it
is clear that the point variant sensing mechanism, triggered by
the conversion of a matching to a mismatching base pair
immediately upstream of the tag, is accompanied by the dis-
appearance of both of these processes. In assigning these pro-
cesses, we note the absence of any transient species on the
nanosecond timescale ascribable to oxidized or reduced
anthracene, or to the population of the anthracene triplet
state. This effectively rules out the 1 ns decay process (assigned
to τ1 in Table 2) being due to photoinduced electron transfer
(PET) that forms the corresponding anthracene radical ion (or
population of the triplet state through charge recombination
following PET). Instead, it most likely corresponds to fast (8.5
× 108 s−1) internal conversion (IC) of the S1 state as a result of
collisional quenching by the close proximity of neighbouring
bases. It is worth noting that the lifetime measurements reveal
that at least one of these fast decay pathways assigned to the τ1
decay component is also present in both ssDNA probes as well
as the CLC-trimer (see ESI†). This suggests that quenching is
not solely dependent on the presence of bases in the target
strand, but rather on the tightness of the immediate cavity of
adjacent bases in the same strand that frame the tag.

An ultrafast (ps) decay process, such as that observed for
the 5′-CLC/3′-GAG duplex, could provide an explanation for the
similarity in fluorescence lifetimes between the D and L

systems (both unbound and bound as fully matched com-
plexes) despite having very different quantum yields. However
the question arises as to whether this picosecond decay is also
due to collisional interactions or alternatively a PET process.
There is indeed evidence for the formation of an anthracene
radical ion whose transient decay is detected at 690 nm (see
ESI†). However the increase in signal intensity is weak and its
rate of formation (k ≈ 2.5 × 1012 S−1) is in fact faster than that
of the ultrafast decay component of the S1 state (270 ps).
Therefore it would appear that collisional quenching by proxi-
mate bases is the most likely explanation for both the ultrafast
and fast decay processes of the S1 state, which at least in the
case of the 5′-CLC/3′-GAG system, start in the picosecond
domain and continue into the low nanosecond domain.
However the fact that this additional ultrafast electron transfer
process is also absent in the mismatched 5′-CLC/3′-AAG
system might suggest that the guanine base in the upstream
position from the anthracene tag in the matched target (i.e. 3′-
G ̲AG) is involved in this process through its oxidation.26 This
would thereby result in an increase in fluorescence emission
intensity by its removal (i.e. the formation of a mismatch).
However, such a reliance on the presence or absence of
guanine in the target strand for the observed base variant
sensing behaviour would be at odds with our previous
studies16 that have demonstrated the same mismatch-induced
sensing effects when targeting C-to-A and T-to-A variations (i.e.
targets not involving pairing with a guanine base in the match-
ing target strand).
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The molecular dynamics models are useful for visualising
the environment around the anthracene in terms of how it
might effect possible decay pathways for the excited state. For
example, the cavity around the anthracene widens to some
extent in the mismatched system (Fig. 6), which could account
for the absence of the τ1 pathway involving collisional quench-
ing by proximate base pairs. Another important consideration
in this respect is the third and longest decay component, τ3
(range 9–14 ns). The wider cavity would give more room for the
tag to insert itself further into the duplex, placing it into a
more hydrophobic environment, where it is protected from
quenching water molecules. In fact, this decay parameter is
certainly similar to the lifetime of 9-alkoxyanthracene deriva-
tives in non-polar organic solvents (7 ns).46 The absence of τ3
in the CLC trimer (ESI†) and guanine tagged anthracenes47 is
in agreement with this hypothesis, as these conjugates have
more open structures that would preclude conformations in
which quenching processes from water and proximate bases
could be avoided.

The question as to why only a change to the upstream posi-
tion (with respect to the tag, i.e. 3′-G ̲AG) gives rise to the
sensing effect can most likely be explained in terms of the
anthracene-base distance and/or overlap. Once again, the
molecular dynamics simulations are informative as they con-
sistently show a better orbital overlap of anthracene with this
base and a shorter distance of approach.32 They also shed con-
siderable light on the importance of the threoninol linker
stereochemistry. In the case of the matching duplex 5′-CLC/3′-
GAG, the stereochemistry of the linker allows the anthracene
to intercalate into the centre of the duplex via the major groove
(Fig. 5), to the extent that the tag can locate itself in approxi-
mately the same position as a natural nucleobase. As such, it
benefits from considerable overlap with the adjacent nucleo-
bases and the resulting stabilisation through hydrophobic pi-
stacking interactions.48 At the same time it does not clash with
the adenine opposite and allows a natural, un-kinked structure
to be maintained by the duplex. Hence, the melting point for
this duplex is almost as high as that of unmodified DNA
(Table 3). In contrast for the matching duplex with the
D-threoninol isomer, the stereochemistry is such that duplex
intercalation is much less favoured (Fig. 5, see also ESI†), with
the anthracene instead orientating itself towards the minor
grove, leading to a lower melting point. For this duplex, the
models indicate that the adenine directly opposite the tag
follows suit by flipping out of the duplex, presumably to maxi-
mise the stacking interactions between the residual H-bonding
base pairs either side of the modification site.

Conclusions

Through a combination of detailed photophysical studies,
NMR studies and molecular modelling, we have been able to
rationalise the sensing mechanism of anthracene-tagged DNA
probes that detect single nucleobase changes (point variants)
in target DNA strands. The sensing process, involving changes

in anthracene fluorescence emission intensity upon duplex
formation, is highly dependent upon the stereochemistry of
the tag linker as well as the site of the mismatch. Taken
together, the data suggests that the preferred OFF/ON signal
observed with the L-threoninol linker can be chiefly attributed
to this stereochemistry enabling a close intercalative inter-
action between the tag and the duplex stack. This allows the
anthracene to experience a different environment within a mis-
matched duplex, with room for it to be further embedded
inside the duplex and consequently more shielded from
quenching pathways triggered by flanking bases and water.
This work highlights the various factors that need be con-
sidered in the design of an effective base discriminating probe
(BDP) as well as the techniques that can be used to explain its
mode of operation. It also illustrates how substantially
different photophysical properties of a short strand of functio-
nalised DNA can arise as a consequence of just one small
stereochemical modification.
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